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HERE is a continued list regarding answers to questions that may or may not become addendum items.
8. Question:
Request Pac Clad – Peterson aluminum Panel 7.2 to be considered as equal to McElroy
specified in 07 4100.
Answer:
Yes, will add by addendum. Note, this specification is not accurately titled, there
are no roof or wall panels used in this project, the specification is for the Alternate #1 penthouse exterior
wall panels.
9. Question:
ADP Lemco as equal for athletic equipment
Answer:
Yes, will add by addendum
10. Question:
ACI, Arizona Courtlines, Incorporated as equal for athletic equipment
Answer:
Yes, will add by addendum
11. Question:
Would we consider Thermaduct high energy watertight ducting for exterior duct work in
lieu of lined, ad wrapped sheet metal exterior duct work.
Answer:
This will be added by addendum as an acceptable exterior duct work system,
Thermaduct R12
12. Substitution request : BEST Locks, Precision Exit Devices, Stanley Closers, and Stanley Hinges, substitution
requests and product data for these products Also requests for Oshkosh Door Company, National Guard
Products, Trimco hardware, and Accurate Partitions.
Answer:
This building already has Mark and Corbin locksets, we do not want to introduce
another brand.
Stanley closers will be added by addendum please note the type of hold open arm we require, does
Stanley offer it?
Precision exit devices are already our standard for Macomb, they are already specified.
Stanley hinges are already in the approved list
Oshgosh doors we will add by addendum
NGP is already in
Accurate toilet partitions we will add by addendum
Trimco push‐pulls, kick plates, door stops etc of same nominal configuration will be acceptable.

